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SECTION 1 - EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 
DecisionInsite is pleased to present this response to your request for a proposal to provide Demographics 
Study Services to Gettysburg Area School District. 
 
DecisionInsite currently provides 10-year, grade level enrollment projections and other demography 
services to over 150 school districts in California and across the country. Our objective, with this response 
document is to illustrate how DecisionInsite would assist the district develop options, plans and 
agreements to provide a safe and engaging learning environment for all students.  
 
DecisionInsite’s specialty and experience is the impact of enrollment on school districts. We provide 
information and tools to assist every department and function within a district that must address 
enrollment related issues. This includes budgeting, facilities planning and staffing. Information integrated 
within the StudentView System can also support grant writing efforts and individual school marketing 
strategies. DecisionInsite provides school district leaders with a combination of enrollment analytics, 
location intelligence technology and real-world expertise, the totality of which reveals the total 
enrollment impact picture. The combination and integration of these services allows school districts to 
move from analyzing data to understanding, which means that school districts spend more time making 
decisions about how to best meet the needs of their students. 
 
DecisionInsite has been operating since June of 2004 and is headquartered in Irvine, California. It also 
serves clients in Arizona, Texas, Pennsylvania, Illinois, New York, Massachusetts, Ohio, Indiana and 
Connecticut.  
 
For further information, please contact: 

 
Sean Gorius 
Business Development Representative 
T: 330 241 9917 
E: sgorius@decisioninsite.com 

 
 

  
Michael B. Regele  
President, CEO 
 
DecisionInsite, LLC 
A California Limited Liability Company 
California Business License # 1200739 
California Tax ID # 74-3123949 

Corporate Office, from which contract will be implemented:  
101 Pacifica, Suite 380, Irvine, CA 92618 
Phone: 877-204-1392, Fax: 949-748-888 
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SECTION 2 - EXPERTISE  
 
DecisionInsite brings commitment to accuracy and client satisfaction as well as decades of experience 
working both inside and outside of school districts.  DecisionInsite sets a high standard for the quality of 
the projections we provide and we regularly exceed those standards.  On top of the quality of the 
projections, we provide the School District with the premier web-based application—StudentView 
System—to analyze and present information on the dynamics of the communities served by the School 
District.  The StudentView System provides not only projections of student enrollment but also integrated 
data from the United States Census, making it the perfect tool for planning for the future of the district. 

 

Experience with School Districts 

 
DecisionInsite was created by two individuals with significant personal knowledge and experience working 
inside school districts.  Dr. Dean Waldfogel was a superintendent and Mr. Mike Regele is a former school 
board member of 11 years. Combined, our services allow school district staff to access information on 
their own and provide the resources to supplement the experience and availability of staff with our own 
extensive consulting and support personnel. 
 
DecisionInsite offers comprehensive demographics services to assist school districts meet all areas of their 
needs.  Our services include the following areas of expertise: 
 
Experience with Demographic and Statistical Information 

 
Mike Regele, DecisionInsite’s President, began his involvement in demographics over 20 years ago when 
he founded a firm that produced thousands of demographic studies for nonprofit agencies across the U.S.  
His firm was recognized as one of the top demographics providers in the U.S. by American Demographics 
magazine.  He subsequently started DecisionInsite to bring his expertise to school districts.  

 
Experience with Enrollment Projections 

 
Dr. Dean Waldfogel is the primary designer of DecisionInsite’s enrollment projection system. Prior to 
developing the DecisionInsite model, he developed models for Irvine Unified School District that 
effectively guided the district through Irvine’s many years of enrollment growth.  DecisionInsite’s 
residential development research team, headed by Bruce Terry, adds experience in tracking and projecting 
residential development. 

 
Experience with Spatial Analysis and Mapping 

 
Over the past 20 years, our team has prepared numerous analyses utilizing various traditional software 
systems and GIS software.  Additionally, DecisionInsite designed its StudentView System as a spatial query 
engine that provides powerful analytical tools for exploring the impacts upon schools and enrollment by 
changing boundaries.  
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SECTION 3 - REFERENCE CONTACT INFORMATION 

 

Please find below contact details of a selection of our existing districts that would serve as references. 
A full list of our Districts can be found here - http://decisioninsite.com/our-clients/ 

 

Dr. John Toleno, Superintendent  

Upper Merion Area School District 

Contact phone: (610) 205-6403 

Jtoleno@umasd.org   

 

Dr. Alan Vandrew, Assistant Superintendent/CFO  

Mechanicsburg Area School District 

Contact phone:  (717) 691-4518 

avandrew@mbgsd.org 

 

Mr. Stan Johnson, Executive Director of Operations  

Phoenixville Area School District (PA)   

Contact phone: (484) 927-5024  

johnsons@pasd.k12.pa.us .   

 

Mr. Bob Reichert, Director of Business Affairs   

Hatboro-Horsham School District (PA)   

Contact phone: (215) 420-5007  

rreicher@hatboro-horsham.org 

 

Dr. Michael Christian, Superintendent.   

Colonial School District (PA)   

Contact phone: (215) 806-7531   

mchristian@colonialsd.org     

 

Jim Fregelette, Executive Director, Finance & Info. Sys. 

Erie 1 BOCES (NY) 

Contact Phone: (716) 821-7100 

jfregelette@e1b.org 

 
Dr. Samuel Lee, Superintendent  
Bensalem Township School District (PA)  
Contact phone: (215) 943-3200 ext. 212 
slee@bensalemsd.org    

 
 

mailto:Jtoleno@umasd.org
mailto:avandrew@mbgsd.org
mailto:johnsons@pasd.k12.pa.us
mailto:rreicher@hatboro-horsham.org
mailto:mchristian@colonialsd.org
mailto:jfregelette@e1b.org
mailto:slee@bensalemsd.org
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SECTION 4 - RATIONALE FOR SELECTION 

 

DecisionInsite has developed the most sophisticated and efficient enrollment projection engine available 
for school districts. We have an experienced team consisting of projection analysts, programmers and 
consultants in place.  These capabilities combined with our team production approach means that we can 
complete projects for our clients in an expeditious and timely manner, without sacrificing accuracy.  We 
currently prepare two projections for each of our clients annually.  DecisionInsite’s current capabilities 
enable us to take on the most demanding client project and still exceed our client’s time and quality 
expectations.  
 
We have worked with school districts of all sizes in various parts of the State and in growing, declining and 
stable communities.  This history provides us with the expertise to do the work required and the skills and 
foresight to navigate through the complexities that school districts often face.  Our firm has embraced an 
open and transparent process to work with members of the community, staff, and the governing board.   
 
DecisionInsite was created by two individuals with significant personal knowledge and experience working 
inside school districts.  Dr. Dean Waldfogel was a superintendent and Mr. Mike Regele is a former school 
board member of 11 years. 
 
Dean Waldfogel, PhD (Principal in Charge- Enrollment Analytics):  With over four decades of leadership 
experience in public education, Dr. Waldfogel brings a unique perspective to DecisionInsite.  A retired 
Superintendent of the Irvine Unified School District, he invested over 32 years in the district as an 
administrator.  Dr. Waldfogel was the chief designer, developer and maintainer of the Irvine enrollment 
projection model that has been very successful in supplying the district with information necessary to plan 
for school facilities and staffing in concert with the Irvine Company’s development of the Irvine 
community. His model guided Irvine Unified from serving a community of 50,000 to now well over 200,000 
over two decades.  
 
Additionally, Dr. Waldfogel was the driving force behind all boundary change proposals taken to the Irvine 
board over a 25-year period. Under his leadership, the district would begin with a “design criteria” that 
would guide their scenario development. 
 
Dr. Waldfogel’s primary role in DecisionInsite is the management of the production department. He 
oversees all facets of production including quality control.  Each set of projections generated are carefully 
reviewed by Dr. Waldfogel.  District staff will work closely with Dr. Waldfogel in the development of the 
forecast data. 
 
Michael Regele (President & CEO): Mr. Regele brings over 30 years of expertise applying geo- 
demographic analysis to planning and decision making. His specialty lies in the creation 
of GIS-based demographic models and the interpretation and presentation of demographic 
research and student enrollment forecasts. Mr. Regele used this knowledge and experience to 
design the functional capabilities of DecisionInsite’s StudentView System. He firmly believes that 
complex data must be presented in a manner that promotes good understanding and supports 
wise decisions 
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SECTION 5 - PROPOSAL  

 
5.1   Enrollment Projection Methodology 
 
Led by Dr. Dean Waldfogel, DecisionInsite’s projection analyst team engages and interacts with our clients 
to identify issues and insure accuracy while our analysts leverage the capabilities of the StudentView 
system to produce highly accurate forecasts for our clients. Completed enrollment forecasts are deployed 
to our clients via our StudentView platform and the integrated projections enable a host of calculators, 
tools and analytical reports that allow district leaders to truly understand and create realistic “what if” 
scenarios.  Unlike static enrollment projection reports, our enrollment forecasts are dynamic, interactive, 
and accessible for further analysis anytime (details of the features and functionality of the StudentView 
system can be found in Section 4). 
 
Our most popular option provides for two, 10-year, by-school, by-grade, enrollment forecasts – a 
moderate forecast suitable for facility planning and a conservative forecast suitable for fiscal and 
staffing planning.  
 
Based on student data supplied by the district, every student is geo-coded and our projections begin at 
the student level. The district’s geography is divided into small areas called study-blocks. Two unique 
projections are created for each elementary attendance area and the data is aggregated up to arrive at 
the middle school, high school and district-wide projections. The two projections consist of a moderate 
projection, used for facilities planning, and a conservative projection for fiscal and staffing planning.  
 
A unique and very powerful element of our projections is that the realities of open enrollment, out of 
district enrollment and other non-home school attendance are included in each projection and this data 
is available for our clients to analyze. Projections by geographic region only are also available.  
 
Enrollment projections are based on two critical factors: the student and school data supplied by the 
school district and the mathematical formulas that are applied to these data. Projections fundamentally 
look at recent history as reflected in the student data and assume that past patterns and trends will 
continue into the future. A range of unpredicted anomalies can cause reality to vary from the historical 
patterns. These include, but are not limited to, unusual changes in the economy, mortgage interest rates, 
the housing market, the job market, residential development plans, rental rates, etc.  
 
DecisionInsite takes great care in preparing a district’s enrollment projections. Known changes made by 
the district that interrupt the historical patterns, such as changes in attendance boundaries, or closing a 
school, can be accommodated in the projections. However, anomalous changes that occur between the 
last set of student data and the first projections are not reflected in the projections.  
 
The calculations underlying the projections are mathematically precise. Each result is rounded to a whole 
number for ease of reading. This rounding may result in whole numbers displayed in a column not adding 
exactly to the displayed total of the column. This phenomenon, which is a result of rounding and not of 
any inaccuracy in the calculations, occurs both in the enrollment projections and in the community 
demographics.  
 
Four major factors drive district‐wide student enrollment projections. These include:   
 

• Recent kindergarten enrollment trends, modified by live birth data,  
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• changes in the grade level cohorts of students served as it moves across the years,   

• changes in out of district enrollment  

• changes in the number of dwelling units within the district.  

• District‐wide projections are disaggregated to school projections based on the historical patterns 
of school draw rates and school‐to‐school transfers.  

 

i.    DISTRICT WIDE PROJECTIONS 

 
These are the elements involved in determining district enrollment projections:  
 
Studyblocks - For demographic analysis and enrollment projections, the district is divided into studyblocks. 
Sometimes equivalent to an elementary attendance area or a census block group, a studyblock serves as 
the basis for the analysis of students served by the district and by schools. Studyblocks typically 
encompass 500–1000 students.  
 
Kindergarten Enrollment - The projected Kindergarten enrollment is a key variable in projecting K–12 
enrollment. The base Kindergarten projection is determined by the trend of Kindergartners served in each 
studyblock in the previous 3 or 4 years. Depending on the circumstances, a growth trend in Kindergarten 
enrollment may be capped.  Steep straight‐line trends are mathematically moderated to avoid unrealistic 
results.  
  
Live Births - The base Kindergarten projection may be adjusted to reflect possible influence of live births. 
Where a trend of live births across recent years in a given zip code can be documented, the base 
Kindergarten projection for Studyblocks in that zip code is adjusted accordingly.   
School Capacities - School capacities provided by the district are compared to projected enrollments. A 
Special Day Class (SDC) student is calculated by default as requiring 1 seat.  At district option, these 
defaults can be changed. For example, if SDC classes are formed at 10 and occupy a typical classroom 
space, the default could be set to 3 seats per SDC student.  
 
Students in the Projections - Enrollment projections are limited to typical K–12 students. SDC students are 
projected as a stable percentage of the typical population. Excluded from the projections are Pre-
Kindergarten, Adult High School, Home School, Adult Ed, and Independent Study programs.  
 
Attendance Boundaries - Attendance boundaries are assumed to remain constant, unless otherwise noted 
by the district. Closed Schools - Opportunities for open enrollment (intradistrict) are assumed to remain 
unchanged, unless otherwise noted by the district.  
 
Inter‐district Enrollment - Students enrolled from other school districts are treated in aggregate as a single 
or limited number of studyblocks. Kindergarten students, the low middle school grade, and the low high 
school grade from this studyblock(s) are projected to the extent they exist in the most recent year. Existing 
out of district students are aged through the grades.  Draw rates are assumed to be constant.  
 
Cohort Change of Students Served by the District - Cohort percentage changes are calculated in order to 
assure sensitivity to perennial changes in students served by the district as they age from one grade level 
to the next. If every cohort were stable as it ages, the cohort percent change, from one grade to the next 
in each studyblock, would be calculated as 100%. For each studyblock, a cohort weighted average percent 
change over a defined number of years is calculated based on the change in the enrollment served as it 
ages from the previous grade level.  Average cohort percentages above 100% might, for example, reflect 
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students returning from private schools. Cohort percentages below 100% might reflect drop‐outs. Steep 
straight‐line trends are mathematically moderated to avoid unrealistic results. Growth studyblocks are 
those showing unusually high increases in elementary grade enrollment and/or cohort percent change in 
recent years—due, typically, to new housing development. Once growth studyblocks are identified, their 
default cohort percent change rate is set to “1” so as not to over‐project new residential growth. By 
default, growth is not predicted to continue unless new occupied dwelling units are projected. Exceptions 
to the default are made at grade 1, the low middle school grade, the low high school grade, and grade  
12.  Cohort changes can be adjusted as necessary. Manipulation of cohort percentages is used, for 
example, to reflect changes in inter‐district transfers due to policy changes in sending or receiving 
districts.  
 
Residential Development Impact - The predicted impact of residential development on district enrollment 
is based on three factors: 1) proposed new dwelling units, 2) the student generation rate for each unit 
type, and 3) the grade level distribution of newly generated students.  
1. Dwelling Units - New dwelling units are categorized into three housing types: Single Family Detached, 
Single Family Attached, and Multifamily. Developers and builders are contacted for information relative to 
their annual plans for occupancy of new dwelling units. The conservative projection adjusts the developer 
stated phasing by stretching the units in a given project across more years.  
2. Student Generation - Student generation rates are determined for each product type for each level: 
elementary, middle school and high school. These generation rates can also be varied by year or by 
project. Student generation rates are based on similar products types where such exist; otherwise, a 
default generation rate is used.  
3. Grade Level Distribution - For each level, students generated by new dwelling units are distributed 
across grade levels. These percentages are based on historical patterns where they exist; otherwise, 
default percentages are used.  
 
ii. BY-SCHOOL, BY-GRADE PROJECTIONS 

 
These are the elements involved in distributing across the schools the students projected in the district 
enrollment:  
 
School Draw Rates - Projecting enrollment at the school level is based on the concept of a school draw 

rate, i.e., the percent of students from a given studyblock who enroll in a given school at its lowest grade. 

Draw rates reflect the impact of open enrollment within a district. For example, if one‐half the sixth‐

graders from a given studyblock enroll in a particular 6–8 middle school, that school has a draw rate of 

50% from that studyblock. The draw rate for the most recent year is applied by default to the projected 

district enrollment for that grade from a given studyblock. The draw rate ages with the cohort. In this way, 

if the underlying cohort changes, the number of students enrolled at the school will change accordingly.   

Draw rates can be adjusted as necessary. Manipulation of draw rates is used, for example, to project the 
impact of changes in attendance boundaries, the impact of closing a school to open enrollment, or 
opening a new school.  
 
Intra‐district Transfers - Grade‐level transfers within or across schools are included in the projections to 
accommodate fluctuations like retention, transfer to continuation school, or any other special programs a 
district may offer that result in students changing schools at other than the typical grade configuration 
shifts. Transfers are calculated by applying the percent of a grade level population at one school that is 
transferred in the following year to another school, or continued at the same grade level at a given school 
in the following year. 
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iii. ENROLLMENT PROJECTION ACCURACY 
 
DecisionInsite’s enrollment forecasting methodology and the accuracy of our projections have been 
validated by the hundreds of annual forecasts we produce for our School District clients.  
 
DecisionInsite performs Project Variance analyses for our multi-year agreement districts, comparing our 
enrollment projections with actual attendance data for that school year. Over the last 5 years we have 
upheld our standard of achieving accuracy within less than 1% deviance from the actuals. By providing 
moderate and conservative projections, we are confident that the real attendance numbers will fall in-
between these high and low parameters, even when looking forward to years 5-10. 
 

5.2 THE STUDENTVIEW SYSTEM                                                                

 
Designed specifically for school district leaders, the StudentView System bridges the gap between data 
and decisionable information. StudentView is an easy-to use, cloud-based mapping interface built on 
Google Maps. StudentView is accessible from any internet connection and can be run in simultaneous 
sessions. 
  
As noted above, DecisionInsite produces a 10-year Moderate and Conservative projection for each school 
site. These enrollment forecasts are delivered to our clients through the DecisionInsite StudentView 
system. StudentView is DecisionInsite’s technology platform and the gateway to Enrollment Analytics and  
TransitOptimizer solutions. Enrollment Analytics is the ability to analyze and query DecisionInsite’s 
enrollment forecasts as well as historical enrollment data. The tools and reports available in the 
StudentView system allow our clients to access the enrollment forecast data they are interested in 
viewing, versus having to look through pages of reports. In short, the technology serves as an information 
management and analytical tool. 
 
 The StudentView license including unlimited training is included in the Premier fee in Section 5.3 
 

i.          ANALYZING STUDENT ENROLLMENT TRENDS                                                      

 
Enrollment Analytics allows clients to query and identify student enrollment trends. DecisionInsite’s 
approach, from the outset, was to create a methodology that was inclusive of the reality of non-home-
school attendance. Factors that might fall under non-home-school attendance would include: school 
choice, open enrollment, voluntary and involuntary transfers, special education program placement, 
magnet schools, enrichment program placement and more. 
 
Our projections take into account this reality and our analytics provide our clients with a significant 
amount of data which reveals the impact of student transfers across their district.  Please see below for 
examples of how we deliver inter-transfer or open enrollment statistics. This data can be viewed in both a 
tabular format (downloadable to Excel) and a map based format (exportable into PowerPoint).
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ii.  FILTERING AND QUERYING STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS  

  

Via accessing student data, DecisionInsite has the capability to assign “attributes” or “traits” to students 
which allows clients to a n a l y z e enrollment trends of students in subgroups. Examples of this might 
include students with special needs or students who receive certain district services. Once traits have 
been associated with a student, our analytics and mapping technology then provide an array of 
capabilities to analyze and map the location of these students. Our clients have found that the 
combination of the analysis and mapping of subgroups of students greatly aids in district decision-making. 
Two examples of these attributes are below - 
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By Ethnicity  

  

  
All Day Special Education Students Only   

  

iii.  SCHOOL BOUNDARY CHANGES 
 

DecisionInsite has significant experience assisting clients with school boundary changes. Additionally, we 
have helped clients open new school campuses and consolidate schools. Our system makes it quite 
simple to analyze “what if” school boundary scenarios. This capability is used directly by DecisionInsite 
clients and by our consultants. Moving a school boundary line is as simple as selecting a line and moving 
the line with your mouse. By plotting students, users can immediately view student counts. 
DecisionInsite’s geographic area projection technology allows both clients and DecisionInsite consultants 
to create custom projections, based o n  t h e  new boundary created, to verify that a boundary scenario 
will be able to accommodate enrollment growth in the future. 
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Example: Boundary Modification Tool 

 

iv.       COMMUNITY DEMOGRAPHICS  
 

DecisionInsite maintains an extensive nationwide database of demographic data which is used by our 
projection analysts and is available for our clients to access. The source of our demographic data is the US 
Census, Synergos Technologies, Experian and several other proprietary sources. DecisionInsite aggregates 
this data in our database. Demographic data is updated twice annually.  The amount of data available is 
too extensive to list here. A sampling of the data available includes, population data, household data, 
socio-economic data, education attainment data, family structure data, community aging, school age 
children (based on US census), diversity and ethnicity data, employment data and much more. Historical, 
current and projected data is available. DecisionInsite makes it very easy to access this data. All our 
demographic data can be accessed via the web, anytime with a district login. This data can be queried 
geographically – the user defines the geographic area to be queried. 
 

 
 

Example: Demographic report menu options 

 
Access to this data is included in the Premier fee in Section 5.3 
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v. RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT 

 
The Residential Development Research Team led by Hayley Rigali c o n t a c t  developers, city and county 
building departments and other stakeholders to gather and aggregate residential development data. That 
data is then factored into the client enrollment forecasts and is available for clients to access in the 
StudentView System.  Clients view projections with or without the impact of residential development 
included in the projections.   
 
DecisionInsite’s researchers analyze a number of factors for each development. Some of these elements 
include, type of housing, price point of unit, number of bedrooms, proposed phasing, actual building 
progress and several others. With this data we apply our student generation rate factors to projects. If 
the client has student generation rate factors that are to be used, DecisionInsite will use the districts 
generation rates. 
 
A whole host of reports and analytical tools are available for the client to access within the system. 
Residential development projects are also mapped in the system so clients can gain an understanding of 
the locational relationship between proposed developments and their schools.  All research is completed 
by the Residential Research team remotely. 

 

 

 

vi.  SCHOOL LOCATOR                                                                             

 

This locator is Google Maps based which means that most users are immediately familiar with the 
navigation. Users simply type in their address, confirm the address and the locator identifies which 
schools serve that address. Walking, biking and driving directions, from the address to  
the school are available. Information can be translated into sixty-five different languages. 
 
If the client should choose, Bus information can be added to MySchoolLocator. This would include the bus 
route and run information for each school as well as stop times. The district must provide the bus data to 
DecisionInsite in our format in order for uploading. 
 

Google’s viewing options are available – Street view, satellite view, hybrid view etc. 
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The School Locator is included in the Premier fee in Section 5.3 
 

 
 

 

5.3 PROPOSED FEES 
DecisionInsite offers 1, 3 and 5-year agreement terms for clients.  Discounted pricing is offered to clients 
who select either the 3 or 5-year agreement terms, with the 5-year option providing the largest discount. 
For our 3 and 5-year options, new 10-year enrollment forecasts will be generated each year, in fall, after 
the initial year.  Pricing will not change during the contract term. Clients may end an agreement early if 
their needs should change.  
Multi-year agreements are based upon discounts to the single year fee for system and services. Should 
the district opt for one of the multi-year agreements and then choose to terminate the agreement an 
adjustment will be applied to the final year of service based upon the number of years of the contract that 
have been completed.  
All fees include a Final Report submitted annually and one Board presentation. 
 
The following table summarizes the fee and options available. Upon request, DecisionInsite will generate a 
formal Service Agreement which reflects the term selected, for your review.  
 

Summary of System Pricing and Enhancements           
Initial Student Projection School Year  

   
2018/2019 

 
  

  
  

Option A Option B Option C 

Proposed Options 
  

1 Year Only 3 Year 
Agreement (per 

year) 

5 Year Agreement 
(per year) 

Premier (2 x 10yr Enrollment Projections & 
StudentView access) 

  
$12,813 $10,250 $9,020 

Allowance for Residential Development Research 
(not to exceed) * 

$1,500 $1,500 $1,500 

    

Total Not to Exceed  $14,313 $11,750 $10,520 

District Capacity Analysis 

One Time Fee    
*Residential development research is charged on an hourly ‘not to exceed basis’  
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and will only be billed against should we be required to undertake work on your behalf 

 
5.4 PRIVACY 
 
DecisionInsite has always understood the importance of protecting 
student privacy and being a responsible steward of student data.  We 
have put mandatory privacy law compliance standards into practice 
with the state and federal levels of security for student information 
and have earned our certification badges. Full details can be found 
here http://decisioninsite.com/student-data-privacy/ 
. 

5.5       PROPOSED WORK SCHEDULE 

 
Your project will be put into our production queue within 3 working days of two events: 1) receipt of a 
signed agreement and 2) reception of all required data. 
 
System Access:  Clients will be provided login credentials for system immediately upon receipt of an 
executed service agreement.   
     
Production of Enrollment Forecasts:  DecisionInsite is committed to both quality and rapid delivery. We 
pledge to complete your projections as quickly as possible without compromising the integrity of the 
projections and output. Clients should expect preliminary enrollment projections 3 – 5 weeks from the 
time DecisionInsite has received and validated the data requested of the District. Prior to final delivery, 
the district designated official will be contacted for a “preview” of the numbers and to make sure that 
some element has not been overlooked before the final and public study is released.  
 
School Capacity Studies: A School Capacity Study by DecisionInsite generates multiple scenarios that 
consider alternative impacts of changes in underlying variables such as special use classrooms, class size 
by grade level, half-day or extended day Kindergarten, number of relocatable classrooms, projected 
enrollment, spaces for teacher prep time, etc.        
 

http://decisioninsite.com/student-data-privacy/
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ENROLLMENT IMPACT SPECIALISTS 
This White Paper has been written to answer three questions. 

 Who is DecisionInsite?  

 What does it do?  

 How does it do it? 

It is intended to provide a clear picture of DecisionInsite. Its primary audience is internal staff and 

consultants working with/for DecisionInsite. The vision and detail that follows provide the raw materials 

that drive product development and marketing concepts. 

The first task is to present brief summary statements that attempt to answer the three questions coming 

at them from slightly different perspectives. Each of the following two statements attempts to accomplish 

this. 

 DecisionInsite is a location intelligence web application developer and professional consulting 

firm that specializes in student enrollment impact related solutions for school districts.  

 DecisionInsite helps District Leaders gain Location Intelligence—visualizing the relationship 

between students, schools, capacities, boundaries,  bus runs and routes, community 

demographics and enrollment trends—leading to better, data-driven decisions. 

Enrollment related challenges can be difficult and time-consuming. As professional Enrollment Impact 

Specialists, DecisionInsite’s consulting and technology solutions are designed to mitigate these challenges 

and reduce the time and money they require.  

These ideas are fleshed-out in the narrative that follows. It begins with context—the meaning of “Location 

Intelligence.” This is then related to DecisionInsite as a company that provides location intelligence 

solutions. Finally, those specific solutions (with their services and products) are outlined under each of 

the two departments of DI—EnrollmentAnalytics Solutions and TransitOptimizer Solutions. It is essential 

that anyone working within or with DI understand all of these pieces and how they relate as a whole. 
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LOCATION INTELLIGENCE SYSTEMS 

“Data processed for meaning is information; information processed for 

understanding is intelligence.” 1 

Decision-makers require useable information. Usable information is configured in a way that decisionable 

options are clear. Analytics are employed to translate data into information. Information so configured is 

called ‘intelligence’. Intelligence is information that can be acted upon. In the world of business 

management, such intelligence is called ‘business intelligence’ because it assists business leaders in 

making good, strategic decisions. 

The process of generating intelligence begins with data. Data is the symbolic portrayal of facts often 

housed in a large data array or an excel spreadsheet. For example, in a school district this data array may 

be student names and addresses and other data associated with students. Data become information when 

“analytics” are applied to the data.  Analytics allow one to derive meaning from those data. That meaning 

is information that can be acted upon—in other words, intelligence. 

For example, addresses can be geocoded and then displayed on a map showing whence a district actually 

draws students—this is one facet of applying analytics. Seeing these data so displayed may suggest that 

many students assigned to a particular school that is overcrowded may in fact live closer to a school with 

underutilized capacity. That information can be acted upon by decision-makers; it is now intelligence. This 

process is illustrated in the following graphic. 

 

                                                           
1 Source unknown 
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In school districts, administrative staff is tasked with implementing board policy and boards are elected 

to set policy that guides a district. At both levels and more, relevant business intelligence is required for 

wise decisions. One specific type of business intelligence is called ‘Location Intelligence’ and is usually 

accomplished by geographic information systems (GIS)—or Location Intelligence Systems. 

Location intelligence systems applying analytics organize and render complex data through capturing and 

connecting the geographical relationships inherent in most information. Put another way, location 

intelligence systems capture a variety of data and through the process of geo-spatializing (applying 

analytics) that data (putting it on maps) deliver to the user decisionable intelligence. 

“Analytics is the discovery and communication of meaningful patterns in data.”2 This definition puts in 

short form what location intelligence systems must do. There are two aspects of analytics. The first aspect 

provides descriptive and prescriptive models that generate information from raw data. The second aspect 

of analytics is the actionable implications of the analysis—the intelligence. 

Two location intelligence application developers provide the following descriptions. 

“The ability to visualize spatial data and understand relationships between 

specific locations, helps organizations make more strategic business 

decisions. We call this location intelligence, and by leveraging location-based 

data, companies can identify business growth opportunities and improve the 

sharing of information.”3  

“Location intelligence joins business intelligence to geospatial intelligence. It 

lets information consumers see information in its geospatial context, helping 

them comprehend and communicate more effectively, and helping them 

reach informed decisions more quickly.”4  

Location intelligence systems are driven by data. This information may be a client’s own data or other 

data that are incorporated into the system.  But the key is geography. It is estimated that 70% of all 

organizational data has a location–that is geographical—component.5 Every school facility has a location. 

Most schools have attendance zones that are locationally defined. Most students reside at some location. 

School transit systems establish bus routes as a series of location stops. Home to school walking routes 

are location to location. Transportation zones are location based. In addition, Census and other 

demographic data are all tied to geographic areas—again locations—such as block groups, census tracts, 

counties, cities or even zip codes. Location intelligence systems assist in bringing these data all together 

and associating and analyzing them spatially in a geographic mapping system.  

                                                           
2 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Analytics 
3 http://www.pb.com/software/location-intelligence/ 
4http://www.apos.com/content/apos-location-intelligence-solution  
5 Yellowfin: Making Business Intelligence Easy; White Paper Location Intelligence, 2010 
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Relative to schools and school districts, DecisionInsite would add its own definition to Location 

Intelligence. 

Location intelligence systems pull together student data traits, school site 

locations, school attendance boundaries, the district boundary, school bus 

routes and stops and other location-associated data. By applying analytics, 

they show their relationships in prescriptive reports and/or on a map and 

incorporating spatial analysis tools, location intelligence promotes sounder, 

data driven decisions.  

We call this Location Intelligence.6 

ONE LOCATION INTELLIGENCE SYSTEM—MANY ENROLLMENT IMPACT 

SOLUTIONS 

The StudentView Location Intelligence System 
DecisionInsite has developed a proprietary Location Intelligence web application system called “The 

StudentView System™”. The StudentView System is built upon the principles, practices and analytics of 

Location Intelligence. It is designed specifically with the needs of school district decision-makers in mind. 

In addition, it is designed as an easy-to-use, web-based mapping interface built on Google maps. 

DecisionInsite’s StudentView Location Intelligence system collapses the gap between mere data and 

decisionable intelligence. 

The StudentView application is a fully functional “Software as a Service” (SaaS) location-based business 

intelligence solution that “lives” in the “Cloud”. There is no software to load, no hardware to maintain. 

Just point and click to obtain answers to complex questions in seconds. 

DecisionInsite’s StudentView Location Intelligence web application is specifically engineered to focus on 

the challenges student enrollment creates for school districts. Whether planning for schools or optimizing 

school bus routes, changing school boundaries or looking for transportation efficiencies, this exclusive 

DecisionInsite Location Intelligence system makes enrollment impact analysis fast and easy for any busy 

school district administrator. 

Enrollment Impact Solutions 
DecisionInsite wraps its professional consulting and educational expertise around the StudentView 

System providing two sets of Enrollment Impact Solutions in in a single application. The first Enrollment 

Impact Solution set—EnrollmentAnalytics—focuses on student enrollment analysis and forecasting. 

                                                           
6 LocationIntel is an abbreviation of location and intelligence. It creates for DecisionInsite a memorable label for a 
critical concept that easier to remember and unique to DI> 
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Within this set of solutions are a host of professional consulting services that assist a district analyze how 

its enrollment impacts the district—in the past, present and forecasted future.  

The second Enrollment Impact Solution set—TransitOptimizer—focuses on student transit. Within this 

solution set are several student transportation applications and consulting packages designed to increase 

efficiency and reduce transportation costs. The following two graphics express this integration of 

professional consulting expertise and the DI StudentView Location Intelligence System. 

 

 

This graphic illustrates how the two Solution sets of DecisionInsite are connected via the StudentView 
Location Intelligence System 
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This graphic illustrates the two sides of DecisionInsite; professional consulting and the web-based 
application, StudentView. 

One Location Intelligence System, multiple Location Intelligence Solutions but always all about the 

students.  

Enrollment Impact Solutions from DI: Easy, Efficient and Affordable 
DI Enrollment Impact Solutions are specifically designed to provide educational professionals with 

enrollment analytics and transit planning and management solutions that are Easy, Efficient and 

Affordable! 

 Easy: The StudentView System is simple to learn and easy to use 

 Efficient: DI Enrollment Impact solutions increase staff efficiency by letting the StudentView 

System do the work such as planning for new schools, changing existing boundaries, building a 

budget based upon expected future enrollment, planning for staff deployment, saving bus routes 

or runs, optimizing fleet use, documenting existing runs, generating maps and turn lists, and 

preparing reports 

 Affordable: DI Enrollment Impact Solutions are designed to be affordable by integrating multiple 

location intelligence solutions into a single system which contains operational and infrastructure 

costs since there are no special servers to purchase, and no software to load and manage.  
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Benefits of DI Enrollment Impact Solutions 

All DecisionInsite Consultants 

 Senior consultants are all experienced and professional former school district administrators 

ranging from 30 to 40 years of service in school districts 

 Over 25 years of expertise in geo-demographic analysis systems and services 

 Projections Analysts have experience working with enrollment forecasting models and geographic 

information systems 

DI StudentView Location Intelligence System 

 Easy to learn, easy to use 

 Web-based, Cloud Application 

 No equipment to purchase or maintain 

 Geographic base maps and streets updated constantly by Google 

 Unlimited number of users 

 Accessible anywhere 

 Basic training complimentary and continuous 

 Free online support 

 Easy implementation: One system, multiple solutions makes implementation and integration easy 

StudentView System: EnrollmentAnalytics Applications 

 Most sophisticated enrollment forecasting engine available  

 Only Location Intelligence System designed specifically for schools 

 Efficiency calculators unavailable from any other firm serving schools 

 Dozens of reports and graphs available with 3 or less mouse clicks 

 Multiple ways to customize messaging 

StudentView System: TransitOptimizer Applications 

 Transportation systems and solutions designed in close consultation with nationally recognized 

school district transportation director 

 First student transit system built within the cloud requiring no additional equipment to purchase 

or systems to maintain 

System Engineers 

DecisionInsite employs a team of highly qualified and experienced computer science engineers to 

develop and maintain its state of the art location intelligence systems.  Through continuous research of 

the constant changing and quickly advancing technical landscape, the engineers integrate the latest 

mapping technologies to deliver a fluid user experience. 
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STUDENTVIEW LOCATION INTELLIGENCE SYSTEM (SVLS) 
The DI StudentView Location Intelligence System is the core of both the EnrollmentAnalytics Solutions 

and the TransitOptimizer Solutions of DecisionInsite. It is the “analytics” heart of DecisionInsite’s Location 

Intelligence System. The analytic tools and functions built into the SVLS System are what transform data 

into information. 

StudentView Standard Feature Set 

Any data that can be attached to a 1) student, 2) school site 3) bus passenger) bus run, 4) bus stop can be 

loaded, displayed and analyzed using the Location Intelligence analytic tools built into the SVLS. The 

following categories encompass many of these while the actual features available are determined by the 

consulting packages or modules licensed.  (Explanations follow the list.) 

o LocationPlot Data and Tools 

o Location Analysis Tools 

o MapMaker  

o MySchoolLocator (MSL) 

o School2Community  

  

 

 

 

  

 LocationPlot Data and Tools: Visually locating people and places and things on a map immediately 

tells a story as the relationship between each is portrayed. Students attend schools. Busses 

originate in a transportation center and travel to stops and schools. Each of these can be plotted 

on a map. The LocationPlot Tools easily transform Excel worksheets of data or other data formats 

into maps through a simple upload process in the SVLS.   
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There are many different types of visual plotting in SVLS;  

 

 

 

 

  

o StudentTraits: Plot the locations of your existing students on a map. Student plots can 

display an array of student traits including school of attendance, ethnicity, SDC or an array 

of other attributes such as Gifted, grade level, first year in the district, etc. If an attribute 

can be attached to a student, it can be plotted, analyzed and reported. For example, 
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Student plot can be used to analyze which neighborhoods students are drawn from, or in 

which school they are enrolled. (See StudentTraits in the appendix for a matrix of possible 

plottable attributes.) 

 Student Files: Two student files may be maintained in the SVLS at any time.  

1. October Enrollment Data Upload: This upload is required for all districts 

for which DecisionInsite will do enrollment forecasts. 

2. Anytime Student Upload: Upload a current student data file at any time.  

 Student Mailing List Generation: Generate student mailing lists on the fly. Need to 

send a special mailing to one neighborhood? Use StudentTraits to plot targeted 

students (grade range, specific school or schools, etc.) Draw a polygon around the 

specific geographic area and the StudentView System exports a list of the selected 

students as an Excel file.  

o SchoolTraits: Geocode and plot the locations of schools on the SVLS map. Attach to them 

location-specific information such as site plans, floor plans, test scores, classroom count, 

bell schedules etc. Traits specific to schools, such as school-wide performance scores, can 

be appended and used to create theme maps, comparing or contrasting schools. (See 

SchoolTraits in the appendix for a matrix of typical data to attach or display.) 

o PointTraits: Upload and plot non-student or non-school site locations for display, 

reporting and analysis, e.g., non-school facilities owned by the district, local law 

enforcement and emergency services locations etc. (How is this different than from 

Google? Using Google you can upload and display a location on a map. With the DI SVLS, 

in addition to uploading and displaying, other reporting and analysis tools become 

available.) Use PointTraits to plot specific uploaded locations. Draw a polygon around the 

specific geographic area and the PointTraits feature exports a list of the selected points 

as an Excel file. 

o PassengerTraits: Plot the locations of existing passengers on a map. Passenger plots can 

display an array of traits including school of attendance, bus pass status, 

ambulatory/wheel etc. Generate passenger mailing lists on the fly. Need to send a special 

mailing to one neighborhood, run or route? Use PassengerTraits to plot targeted students 

(grade range, specific school or schools, etc.) Draw a polygon around the specific 

geographic area and the TOS exports a list of the selected students as an Excel file.  

o RunTraits: Upload and plot all run origination, stop and destination site locations for 

display, reporting and analysis on the TOS map. Draw a polygon around the specific 

geographic area and the RunTraits feature exports a list of the selected points as an Excel 

file. 

o BusTraits: Upload significant data about bus fleet vehicles and associate with specific runs 

and routes for display on the TOS map. 

 Location Analysis Tools: The SVLS integrates an array of Location Analysis Tools. These tools are 

the core of the SVLS System. Not every tool can be listed but a few of the more important include: 
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o Spatial Query Tools: While what the System is doing is complex, the tools for the user are 

simple clicks. Spatial query tools allow the user to pick or draw geography and obtain 

information on the geography using the System’s powerful Report Generator. Select an 

attendance area, and see how many students plot within it. Select a stop, a run or route, 

and see how many passengers are served within it. At the same time, request a 

community demographic report and review the current year, five year and 10 year 

population projection or ethnic composition for that same geography. Draw a custom 

polygon shape, and do the same. It’s all clicks but the information it generates in support 

of data driven decisions is significant. (If enrollment forecasts are generated for a district, 

seeing projected enrollment by each geography is also possible. 

o Report Generator: The StudentView System’s powerful report generator function can 

generate a myriad of reports—from student data to turn lists to passenger manifests to 

community demographic information. Generated reports are often the outcome of 

employing the System’s Spatial Query Tools. Listed below is a sample of the kinds of 

reports the Report Generator can create based upon the modules licensed. 

 Historical Student Enrollment Analysis and Reporting: Display and analyze multiple 

years of student enrollment history.  

 Inter- and Intra-district Transfers: Display reports of intra-district transfers between 

schools and inter-district transfers of students from outside the district enrolled 

within the district. 

 CommunityTraits: Access is given to a select set of community demographic variables 

based on the U.S. census data and updated twice a year. In addition, two predefined 

demographic reports—QuickInsite and SchoolInsite, are easily accessible. Each of 

these reports, designed specifically for schools and school communities, provides an 

analysis of a district’s community demographics including current year and five year 

and in some cases, ten year population projections, households and families. These 

easy-to-read and understand reports integrate data tables and colorful graphs. 

(Additional census data and predefined reports are available in some of the 

forecasting packages.) 

 History of State Enrollment Data: Review the enrollment counts your district 

submitted to the state by school-by-grade level. (Not available for all states.) 

 Live Birth Data: Where available, live birth data is imported annually into the SVLS 

and made available for reporting. Live birth comparisons to Kindergarten enrollment 

five years out are easily generated as a report or graph. 

 Passenger manifests 

 Daily Runs and Routes 

 Driver Turn Lists 

 And many more 
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o Measurement Tools: Measure distances between two points, such as the path students 

must walk to school. Acreage and square miles are automatically calculated whenever a 

geographic area is selected. Measure distances between two points, such as the path 

students must walk to school or a radius from a school site. 

o Walking Distance Polygons: Run the Walking Time/Distance Polygon generator to 

discover where students can be drawn from based upon walking distance from a school 

site. Estimated walking times are included.  

o Quick Presentation Graphs and Tables: Tables and Maps can quickly be copied and 

pasted into Excel, PowerPoint or Word. Quickly move data results from the StudentView 

System into Excel for further analysis or PowerPoint or Word for presentations and 

reports. 

 MapMaker Tools: MapMaker is a collection of tools built into the StudentView System that 

include the ability to upload school attendance boundaries and custom boundaries (such as 

community planning areas), select and analyze these boundaries using the SVLS spatial query 

tools, generate data theme maps and create presentation maps for use in PowerPoint or other 

programs. It is map making made easy. (SeeMapMaker in the appendix for a matrix of possible 

maps.) 

o Alternative Google Base Maps: SVLS users have the option of selecting different 

backgrounds for Google maps including; terrain, street or satellite. Advanced tools allow 

users to customize some of the features included in the base map. 

o District and School Attendance Boundary Maps: Upon contracting with a district, the 

district’s boundary and all existing school attendance boundaries are digitized and all 

school sites geocoded. This allows them to be displayed, queried and output as maps 

within the StudentView System. 

o Mapping of SchoolTrait Data: With MapMaker a user can make a presentation quality 

theme map of school specific trait data by attendance area. For example, create theme 

maps of enrollment history.  

o CommunityTraits Theme Maps: Create theme maps of selected community demographic 

variables 

o Custom Boundary Layers: Districts can integrate custom boundaries with the rest of their 

district attendance maps, e.g., trustee areas, special community planning areas, hazard 

areas etc. If the district has existing digitized map files, usually these can be uploaded by 

the user. In some cases, uploading and integration will require a custom GIS project to be 

performed by DecisionInsite. Either way, once the custom boundaries are in the 

StudentView System, they can be displayed, queried and output as maps. (For a list of 

examples, see the Appendix under ‘Custom Boundary Layers.’) 

o Map Marking Tools: A graphic making tool kit allows a user to place text or graphics on a 

map for output into PowerPoint or MS Word.  
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MySchoolLocator (MSL): Drawn from the DI TransitOptimization System, MSL provides a way for 

parents to look up assigned neighborhood schools from a link on your website. Parents enter their 

address and the system returns the schools that serve their address along with directions and a map 

from their residence to the school. Walking and driving directions are provided in most cases. 

o MSL+: The “MySchoolLocator + Bus Stops” is an optional add-on feature. Parents enter 

their address and the system returns the schools that serve their address along with 

directions and a map from their residence to the school. Additionally, the system returns 

the assigned bus stop location on the SVLS map along with all scheduled pick-ups and 

drop-offs. Transit eligibility zones can be displayed. Alternately, parents can enter a 

student’s bus pass number, and the system returns only the bus stop information directly 

related to a particular pass. 

 School2Community Marketing and Communication Tools: Marketing research to support 

community outreach tools are built into the StudentView System.  

o Enrollment Potential Analysis: Comparing current student enrollment with estimated 

student population allows a district to gain an impression of how well they have 

penetrated the total possible student population within its jurisdiction. 

o Market Research Tools: Using the demographic information built into the SVLS to learn 

about the community served by a school allows the school to enhance the educational 

process as well as assist in developing more effective communications. 

o Community Outreach Package: Using DI’s Community Outreach package, districts can 

obtain email and regular mail lists, and manage outreach campaigns all within a simple 

web application.  

Training and Support 

DecisionInsite provides complimentary training and support for users of its StudentView System and any 

of the EnrollmentAnalytics or TransitOptimzier Modules or Consulting Packages that may be added to it. 

Most training and/or support can be done via web conferencing, phone or email. 
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DI ENROLLMENTANALYTICS™ SOLUTIONS (EAS) 
The Enrollment Analysis and Forecasting Solutions include both the DI StudentView System and various 

consulting and forecasting packages. The goal of EnrollmentAnalytics Solutions is to support reliable 

budget planning, inform efficient facilities planning, foster effective staff planning and promote data-

driven decisions for both management teams and boards. We accomplish this via our professional 

consulting expertise and research capabilities built upon the EnrollmentAnalytics modules of the 

StudentView System. 

 

 

StudentView: EnrollmentAnalytics License 
A StudentView EnrollmentAnalytics license provides a district access to many of the features of the 

StudentView System. Contracts may be one year, three years or five years in length. The StudentView 

EnrollmentAnalytics base license feature set includes: 

 The Standard StudentView Feature Set 

 MySchoolLocator with Bus Stops 

This is the foundational application license upon which all other EnrollmentAnalytics Services and/or 

packages are built. 

EnrollmentAnalytics Services 
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Professional Enrollment Forecasts 

DecisionInsite’s Approach to Forecasting 

DecisionInsite’s team of Projection Analysts brings professional expertise to the process of generating 

district-wide and school-by-grade enrollment projections. The Analyst’s primary tool is the DI 

StudentView system which includes a powerful enrollment projection engine. Consequently, instead 

of the traditional paper-based report, district administrators can immediately access the results and 

be able to do further analysis through the StudentView System. 

DecisionInsite Enrollment Forecasting Packages 

The DecisionInsite Enrollment Forecasting Packages integrate the DI StudentView System with the 

firm’s professional enrollment projection capability. There are four different Enrollment Forecast 

packages designed to meet the varying needs of school districts. Contracts may be one year, three 

years or five years in length. 

Premier 

Premier is DecisionInsite’s flagship package. The Premier package annually integrates the professional 

development of student enrollment projections with full access to all of the location intelligence 

features of the DI StudentView System. The Premier package is highlighted by these distinctive 

features that set DecisionInsite apart. 
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 Two District-wide and School-by-grade Projections annually. In districts funded on a per pupil 

basis, the conservative projection is suitable for budget planning and staffing, and the moderate 

projection suitable for facilities planning. 

 Intra-district (Open Enrollment/School of Choice) and Inter-district enrollment patterns. 

 In addition to all of the reports in the SVLS, Premier clients can access… 

o District-wide projection reports with residential development, if applicable included 

o School by grade projection reports with residential development, if applicable included 

o District-wide and school by grade without residential development 

o Transfers to alternative schools 

o Capacity analysis by district and by school 

 Projections by attendance area  

 Full access to the StudentView System’s boundary change analysis tools which allow the 

development of alternative geographic attendance areas and derive a report of future projected 

enrollment within the defined scenario area. 

 Full access to all of the unique DecisionInsite efficiency calculators. (See appendix for descriptions 

of each calculator with samples.) 

o Staffing Calculator: This calculator computes the allocated FTE for each school and the 

total district-wide FTE cost based on the projected school enrollment for any study you 

select. 

o Combination Class Calculator: The combination class calculator streamlines the process 

of ‘what ifs’ on the formation of Combination Classes allowing the user to see the 

enrollment balanced across all grade levels and the effect on FTE at the school. 

o Room Count Calculator: This calculator computes the number of classrooms necessary to 

serve the projected enrollment at a given school. 

o Capacity Calculators 

 Elementary Capacity Calculator: This calculator estimates how many students a 

school can serve based on the classroom count and the student loading by grade level. 

 High school Capacity Calculator: This calculator is designed to estimate how many 

students a high school can serve based on the classroom counts of various types, and 

the student loading counts 

 Full access to all of the community demographic variables that are integrated into the system 

along with all of the predefined, colorful reports—QuickInsite, FullInsite, ExecutiveInsite, 

SchoolInsite and Impressions 

The option of Residential Development Research for integration into the enrollment forecasts is 

available upon request. Inclusion would include location mapping of expected projects, and full 

reporting on all proposed residential development projects phased over time. 
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Select 

Select is designed exclusively for school districts that only need enrollment projections every other 

year but would like to maintain access to the features of the DI StudentView System.  

 Two District-wide and School-by-grade Projections biennially. In districts funded on a per pupil 

basis, the conservative projection is suitable for budget planning and staffing, and the moderate 

projection suitable for facilities planning. 

 Intra-district (Open Enrollment) and Inter-district enrollment patterns. 

 Projections by attendance area 

 Full access to the StudentView System’s boundary change analysis tools including the ability to 

generated alternative projection scenarios  

 Full access to all of the unique DecisionInsite efficiency calculators. (See appendix for descriptions 

of each calculator with samples.) 

o Staffing Calculator: This calculator computes the allocated FTE for each school and the 

total district-wide FTE cost based on the projected enrollment for any study you select. 

o Combination Class Calculator: The combination class calculators streamlines the process 

of ‘what ifs’ on the formation of Combination Classes allowing the user to see the 

enrollment balanced across the two (2) grade levels and the effect on FTE at the school. 

o Room Count Calculator: This calculator computes the number of classrooms necessary to 

serve the projected enrollment at a given school. 

o Capacity Calculators 

 Elementary Capacity Calculator: This calculator estimates how many students a 

school can serve based on the classroom count and the student loading by grade level. 

 High school Capacity Calculator: This calculator to estimate how many students a 

high school can serve based on the classroom count and the student loading counts 

o Full access to all of the community demographic variables that are integrated into the 

system along with all of the predefined, colorful reports—QuickInsite, FullInsite, 

ExecutiveInsite, SchoolInsite and Impressions 

The option of Residential Development Research for integration into the enrollment forecasts is 

available upon request. Inclusion would include location mapping of expected projects, and full 

reporting on all proposed residential development projects phased over time. 

Basic 

Basic provides school districts with a very basic enrollment district-wide only forecast. Included in the 

package is access to several features of the DI StudentView System.  

 One 5 Year District-wide by grade projection annually. 

 Access to many of the community demographic variables that are integrated into the system 

along with the predefined, colorful reports—QuickInsite and SchoolInsite 
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The option of Residential Development Research for integration into the enrollment forecasts is 

available upon request. Inclusion would include location mapping of expected projects, and full 

reporting on all proposed residential development projects phased over time. 

Basic + 

Basic+ provides school districts with a very basic enrollment forecast based on attendance areas only. 

Included in the package is access to several features of the DI StudentView System.  

 One 5 Year District-wide by grade Projection annually. 

 One 5 Year Projection by grade by attendance boundary annually. 

 Access to many of the community demographic variables that are integrated into the system 

along with the predefined, colorful reports—QuickInsite and SchoolInsite 

The option of Residential Development Research for integration into the enrollment forecasts is 

available upon request. Inclusion would include location mapping of expected projects, and full 

reporting on all proposed residential development projects phased over time. 

Small District 

DecisionInsite offers a special package designed exclusively for small school districts with enrollments 

of 2,500 students or less. It is called Small District. This package integrates the professional generation 

of student enrollment projections with the many features of the DI StudentView System. 

 One 5 Year District-wide and school-by-grade projection annually. 

 Intra-district (Open Enrollment) and Inter-district enrollment patterns. 

 Access to many of the unique DecisionInsite efficiency calculators 

 Access to many of the community demographic variables that are integrated into the system 

along with the predefined, colorful reports—QuickInsite and SchoolInsite 

The option of Residential Development Research for integration into the enrollment forecasts is 

available upon request. Inclusion would include location mapping of expected projects, and full 

reporting on all proposed residential development projects phased over time. 
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Residential Development Research 

DecisionInsite’s residential development researchers know the data a school district needs to plan for 

the impact of future residential development and have the tenacity to dig until they are convinced 

they know what is being planned. Unfortunately, many districts no longer have the resources to do 

this work.  DecisionInsite maintains a team that specializes in performing this task. 

Starting with what the district knows our team contacts municipal and county planning agencies and 

all developers who are currently planning and developing housing or who have recorded the intent to 

plan and develop housing 10 years into the future. The results of this research are integrated into The 

DI StudentView System and used to generate projections for future students from the new 

developments. The results (reports and maps) are easily reviewable within the System. 

Boundary Configuration Consulting 

Analysis 

Whether driven by opening a new school or assessing where to perhaps close an existing school, 

school attendance boundary change can be a challenging task. Sometimes districts simply need to 

rebalance their existing attendance areas in order to more efficiently employ existing school facilities. 

DecisionInsite maintains a group of skilled and experienced consultants who have extensive 

experience in boundary analysis and scenario development. In addition, the DI System has boundary 

design tools that make quick work of generating alternative scenarios and analyzing their impact on 

enrollment. 

Process Facilitation 

The DI Consulting team can also work with district staff in the facilitation of a community boundary 

reconfiguration process with the intent of generating alternative scenarios and building community 

support around a preferred configuration. 

School Capacity Studies 

Increasing or decreasing student enrollment, changes in class size and addition or abandonment of 

special programs have an immediate effect on the use of classroom space. Using space efficiently may 

call for balancing enrollment across schools, adjusting the number relocatable classrooms, and or 

relocating special programs. A School Capacity Study by DecisionInsite, using DI's School Capacity 

Efficiency Calculator, allows multiple scenarios to be generated quickly. Scenarios can be compared 

based on changing the underlying variables such as special use classrooms, class size by grade level, 

half-day or extended day Kindergarten, number of relocatable classrooms, projected enrollment, 

spaces for teacher prep time, etc. Comparing varying scenarios assist facility planners in making cost-

saving decisions. 
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Trustee Area Analysis, Compliance and Configuration 

Districts with Existing Trustee Areas 

DecisionInsite has the knowledge, the demographic data and the location intelligence system to 

review compliance of current trustee areas with Federal Voting Rights regulations. Moreover, the DI 

System allows DI to develop alternative scenarios if the current areas are not in compliance.  

Districts Looking to Create Trustee Areas 

DecisionInsite can assist a district in “carving” out compliant trustee areas. The district provides DI 

with important criteria and other information germane to the process. DI then provides the district 

with alternative scenarios—the number determining the cost of the project. 

Student Generation Rate Studies (SGRs) 

SGRs are developed by examining the student enrollment specific to selected housing projects within 

a given school district. Typically, these rates are designated as either single family detached, single 

family attached, or multiple family units.  Average or default SGRs, can be applied to all proposed 

dwelling unit projects across the district or SGRs can be tailored to apply to specific projects. 

Custom GIS Projects 

Street Index files 

Street Index files are used by many Student Information Systems for the purpose of determining the 

assigned school attendance area, and/or to determine the ‘next school’ for a given student. 

Contingent upon the availability of data, DecisionInsite can generate for a district a data file containing 

all valid residential USPS addresses, which have been validated to a zip code + 4 accuracy, with the 

High/Low and Odd/Even street numbers for each geographic area. 

Address Validation  

Valid Address files are used by many Student Information Systems for the purpose of controlling data 

input of addresses, and/or for the purpose of determining the assigned school attendance area.  These 

data are also useful in certifying addresses for free and reduced-fee lunch programs 

Contingent upon the availability of data, DecisionInsite offers an address validation service. This 

service allows a district to check an enrolled student’s address against a US Postal Service validated 

address table provided by DecisionInsite. Address validation and correction is a service designed to 

make sure all the addresses in your student system are United State Postal Service compliant. This 

batch-based service is designed to correct misspellings, fill in omitted address elements, standardize 

format, and return accurate, deliverable addresses. 

Display Map Design and Printing  

The StudentView System is a web-based mapping application. It is designed to display interactive 

maps on computer monitors. Some clients will find they need to either integrate high resolution maps 

into printable documents or to obtain high quality printed wall maps. DecisionInsite provides a custom 
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map creation and printing service. Maps can be output as either PDF or large format printed maps. 

Printed maps are coated and mounted and delivered to the district. 
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Consulting Feature Matrix 

 

Solution Features Premier Select Basic Basic + Sm Dist
Res Dev 

Research

Boundary 

Config: 

Facilitation

Trustee 

Area

School 

Capacity 

Studies

Student Gen 

Rate 

Studies

StudentView License A A A A A R R R R R

10 Year District-wide Conservative 

Forecast
A B N N N O O N R

10 Year District-wide Moderate 

Forecast
A B N N N O O N R

10 Year School-by-Grade 

Conservative Forecast
A B N N N O O N R

10 Year School-by-Grade Moderate 

Forecast
A B N N N O O N R

5 Year District-wide Forecast N N I I I O N N N

5 Year School-by-Grade Forecast N N N N I O N N N

5 Year Attendance Area-by-Grade 

Forecast
N N N I I O N N N

Inter (Open Enrollment) & Intra 

District Enrollment Patterns
I I N N I O O N R

Boundary Change Analysis Tools I I N N N O R R R

Efficiency Calculators

Staffing Calculator I I N N I O R N R

Combination Class Calculator I I N N I O R N R

Room Count Calculator I I N N N O R N R

Elementary Capacity Calculator I I N N N O R N R

High school Capacity Calculator I I N N N O R N R

Full Set of Demographic Variables I I N N N O R R R

System Predefined Reports

QuickInsite I I I I I N N N R

SchoolInsite I I I I I O N N R

FullInsite I I N N N O N N R

ExecutiveInsite I I N N N O N N R

Impressions I I N N N O N N O

Trustee Area Compliance Report O O O O O o N R N

Residential Development Research 

Option
O O O O O N N N O

Key:

A = Annually O = Option Available

B = Biennially R = Required

N = Not Included or Applicable I = Included

Enrollment Forecast Packages Other Consulting
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DI TRANSITOPTIMIZER™ SOLUTIONS (TOS) 
The DI TransitOptimizer Solutions are a suite of StudentView application modules and professional 

consulting services. The goals of TransitOptimizer Solutions are: 

 Support student safety through carefully designed and implemented bus routes and runs 

 Increase transportation efficiency through optimization of fleet deployment 

 Assist transportation management through easy-to-use mapping and route analysis tools 

The StudentView TransitOptimizer System is the first fully cloud-based student transportation solution. A 

district’s transit data is hosted within the StudentView System. Access is available 24/7 via the internet. 

All data is automatically and securely backed up. This increases the overall reliability of the system without 

the necessity of district upkeep. 

The StudentView TransitOptimizer System is comprised of multiple modules. Some emphasize planning; 

others emphasize management. All can work together; or some modules can be licensed and 

implemented individually according to district needs. 

 

StudentView TransitOptimizer License 
A StudentView TransitOptimizer license provides a district access to many of the features of the 

StudentView System. Contracts may be one year, three years or five years in length. The basic license 

includes: 

 The Standard StudentView Feature Set 
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 MySchoolLocator with Bus Stops 

Any additional TransitOptimizer Modules or Services are added to this basic license package. 

StudentView TransitOptimizer Modules 

 

 

RouteCapture™  

RouteCapture employs GPS in SmartPhones or Smart Tablets (e.g. IPad) to trace the runs, stops and 

routes taken by each bus in a district’s fleet. Placing a SmartPHone on the bus as it executes its normal 

run, automatically collects real time data regarding stops and turns. When a district does not have its 

runs and routes easily accessible for uploading, RouteCapture provides an easy way to digitize that 

data. 

RouteSaver™: A Fleet Optimization Tool 

An efficiency and cost saving planning tool, RouteSaver analyzes current bus runs and routes with the 

objective of identifying ways to optimize and reduce the number of busses, runs or routes. The 

RouteSaver tool captures a district’s existing runs and routes and determines ways to accomplish 

optimal fleet-use efficiency. Recommendations of ways to optimize the use of a bus fleet result.  

EligibilityManager: Passenger Eligibility Analysis Tools 

EligibiltyManager is a specific planning function within the TransitOptimization System. This function 

includes two different but related tool sets. Access is determined by the modules licensed. 
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 Passenger Eligibility Assessment And Assignment Tools: Calculate and determine passenger 

eligibility by: 

o Distance (both radius and walking distance) 

o By residence to bus stop distance policy 

o By active bus pass 

o Assign students to stops based upon eligibility analysis 

 Transit Zone Change Tools: Manage transit zone policy changes that can impact both the number 

of buses and the eligibility of passengers. These tools provide the ability to: 

o eliminate runs or stops no longer within the transit zone 

o change eligibility of students no longer in the eligibility zone 

o use the map-based routing tool to visually start the process of changing runs/routes 

o re-assign passenger based upon the proposed new runs/routes 

o run multiple scenarios 

 Option of EligibilityManager Consultation: Clients may choose to contract with DecisionInsite to 

provide these services on a contract services basis. 

RouteManager™ Student Transit Planning and Management 

RouteManager is an education transportation planning and management system. The trends in 

student transportation are toward the integration of general education and special needs students 

into a single set of runs in order to save money. RouteManger has been engineered from its inception 

to support this trend seamlessly. With RouteManager transportation managers can manage their runs 

and routes either by importing current runs and stops or by letting the DI TransitOptimization 

System’s route planner function propose a run once the specific stops are defined. Driver turn lists 

are easily generated. Changes are easy to manage. Add a stop, change the duration of a stop or re-

route a run due to roadwork. All are easy to do via the map interface. Bus loading data including 

ambulatory and non-ambulatory counts is integrated to ensure a change of bus does not compromise 

a current bus route.  

Some of the planning and management features of RouteManager: 

 Digitally acquire existing runs, stops and routes using RouteCapture (if necessary) 

 Geographically display runs/routes/stops using the TransitOptimizer map interface 

 Draw and display bus stop and attendance zones using the TransitOptimizer map interface 

 Geographically display passenger listd by attributes (e.g. ambulatory/non-ambulatory) using the 

TransitOptimizer map interface 

 Provides access to a defined set of LocationAnalysis Tools (plot and count students, bus stops, etc. 

in a geography) 

 EligibilityManager Tools using the TransitOptimizer map interface 

 Create passenger lists by run by active bus pass 

 Produce driver turn lists 
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 Provide passenger manifests  

 Produce “what-if” scenarios of alternative runs and routes 

 Access to MSL+. 

Activities Trip Planner™ (ATP™) 

ATP simplifies the entire activities trip planning, approval and bus assignment process. In one system, 

requests for bus transportation can be submitted, approved and managed. In the same system, cost 

estimates can be generated, busses and  drivers can be assigned,  and time schedules can be 

generated—all seamlessly to users at any point in the process. The result is an overall more efficient 

process that saves valuable time and money. 

 Web access for requesting field trips 

 Geographically display of daily trips 

 Access to MSL+. 

Mobile Asset Tracker™ (MAT™) 

MAT tracks and traces the location of all buses and other vehicles in real time using smartphones or 

smart tablets with GPS capability. This approach to the implementation of asset tracking is much less 

expensive than many of the options on the market. 

TransitOptimizer Consulting Services 

RouteSaver Consulting: Fleet Optimization Analysis and Recommendations 

The RouteSaver module is packaged with RouteSaver Consulting. A district may contract with 

DecisionInsite Transit Consulting Services to analyze existing runs and routes and report on ways a 

district’s current fleet deployment is less efficient that it could be. Recommendations of ways to 

optimize the use of a bus fleet are provided. These may include modifications of run sequences or the 

changing of bell schedules to create more efficient and cost effective bus routes.  

The RouteSaver Consulting package includes: 

 An onsite consultation to initiate the project 

 An onsite consultation at the conclusion of the project 

 Video web-conferencing with client during project progress 

 A RouteSaver Report of Findings and Recommendations 

 3 year license to RouteManager (See above for description and features.) 

Transit Zone Change/Eligibility Analysis Consulting 

Transit zone policy changes can impact both the number of buses and the eligibly of passengers in a 

school district. While Transit Zone Change Analysis Tools are included within many of the 

TransitIOptimizaton Modules that include EligibilityManager, some districts may request that the 

DecisionInsite Transit Consulting Team conduct the analysis for them. This analysis can include: 

 Eliminate/consolidate runs/routes within non-transit zone 

 Analysis of impact on transportation deployment 
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 Change eligibility of students no longer in the eligibility zone 

 Use the routing tool to start the process of changing runs/routes 

 Re-assign passengers based upon the proposed new runs/routes 

 Provide multiple scenarios 
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Summary 
The following graphic attempts to associate all of the pieces of DecisionInsite (as of writing) in a single 

relational illustration. 
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APPENDIX 

1. StudentTraits: Plot Mapping Student Data Attributes 

Description 

The StudentTraits function allows a district to attach additional attributes to a student data file when it is 

uploaded. Attributes loaded into the system can be plotted on maps or output as data reports using DI’s 

Spatial Query feature (select a geography such as a school zone or draw a custom polygon and derive 

either a count of the attributes plotted or a report by attribute characteristics, e.g., list of transportation 

eligible students).  

 

Examples 

Not an exhaustive list. 

GATE 

SDC 

Transportation eligible 

Bus pass code/number 

Bus stop  

GPA 

Test scores 

Grade level 

Suspensions 
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Years continuously enrolled 

Ethnicity 

Next school 

Resident school 

Current enrolled school 
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2. PointTraits: Plot Mapping Non-Student or School People or Places 
PointTraits works like StudentTraits only it allows a client to upload other kinds of data that can be 

associated with an address. In addition, specific traits about the location can be attached allowing sites to 

be plotted by trait. The Report Generator can also be used to generate custom reports. 

Examples 

Not Exhaustive 

 

Pre-schools 

Bus yards 

District office 

Emergency services locations 

Non-school sites 

Personnel 

Etc. 

3. SchoolTraits: Plotting and Storing Site Specific Data Geographically 

Description 

SchoolTraits functions like the old push pins that identified special locations, like a school site. With 

SchoolTraits, all school sites are point-plotted on the DI Map. But in addition, SchoolTraits functions like 

a container box into which a client places information for quick access. A DI client can upload and associate 

an array of files with a specific school site. Access to these files is via an active link either to a file stored 
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on a DI server or an URL to a district accessible file. File types could include PDFs, Excel, PowerPoint or 

Word documents.  

Like StudentTraits and Point Traits, SchoolTraits allows a client to upload other kinds of data that can be 

associated with a school site address. Specific traits about the school’s location can be attached allowing 

MapMaker to plot sites by trait. Finally, the Report Generator can also be used to generate custom reports 

and using MapMaker certain variables can be mapped by attendance area. 

 

Examples 

Not an exhaustive list. 

 Sample Floor Plan 

Performance Scores 
Floor plans 

Site plans 

Emergency equipment/assets 

Acreage 

Classroom count permanent/relocatable) 

Capacity 

Grade range 

Staff count 

Satellite photo 

Staff roster 
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Parking spaces 

 

Computer count 

Original construction year 

Square footage 
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4. PassengerTraits 

5. BusTraits 

6. RunTraits 

7. MapMaker: Map Making Made Easy 

Description 

MapMaker embodies a cluster of mapping tools that are part of the StudentView System. Some mapping 

functions are designed for creating presentation maps. Presentation maps can include both boundary 

maps and thematic maps that display school specific data, usually in comparison to other schools.  

Examples 

Not an exhaustive list. 

Examples of Theme Maps Sample Attendance Area Map 

API/Performance Scores  

Test Scores 

Suspension ratio 

Enrollment 

Average daily attendance 

Dropout rate 

Mobility rate 

Staff turnover rate 

Population change 

Community Ethnicity 

Community Households with Single Parents 

 

Examples of Boundaries Sample Attendance Area Map 

Attendance Boundary Maps 

 

Community Planning Areas 

Residential Development Projects 
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8. Efficiency Calculators 
 Staffing Calculator: This calculator computes the allocated FTE for each school and the total 

district-wide FTE cost based on the projected enrollment and grade level class size averages for 

any study you select. 

 Combination Class Calculator: The combination class calculator streamlines the process of ‘what 

ifs’ on the formation of Combination Classes allowing the user to see the enrollment balanced 

across the two (2) grade levels and the effect on FTE at the school. 

 Room Count Calculator: This calculator computes the number of classrooms necessary to serve 

the projected enrollment at a given school, based on user-determined grade level class size 

averages. 

 Capacity Calculator 

o Elementary capacity: this calculator estimates how many students a school can serve 

based on the classroom count and the student loading by grade level. 

o High school capacity: this calculator estimates how many students a high school can serve 

based on the classroom count by type, the student loading counts, and integrates the 

capacity impact of physical education. 
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9. CommunityTraits:  
The SVLS includes a large array of community demographic variables. The base data is the decennial 

census. The demographic data is updated twice a year. 

Variable List (Available through 
the Build-a-Report Function) 

Demographic Variables in the 
StudentView System by Data 

Year Available 
  

Demographic Variables Available by 
License Package 

Theme 2000 2010 CY 5 Yr 10Yr  SVLS Premier Select Basic 
Small 
Dist 

Population x x x x x     x x    

 Population x x x x x     x x    

 Pop by Gender   x x x       x x    

 Average Age x x x x       x x    

 Median Age              
   

 Phase of Life Trends   x x x x     x x    

 Generations              
   

 Pop by School Age   x x x x     x x    

 Pop Trends by Age   x x x x     x x    

 Pop by Marital Status 15+   x x x       x x    

 

Pop by Marital Status Female 
15+   x x x   

    
x x 

   

 Pop by Marital Status Male 15+   x x x       x x    

 Pop by Education Level    x x       x x    

 

Pop Currently Enrolled in 
Education        

    
  

   

Households              
   

 Households x x x x x     x x    

 Pop/HH x x x x x     x x    

HH: Income              
   

 Average HH Income   x x x       x x    

 Median HH Income   x x x       x x    

 Family HH Income    x x       x x    

 Per capita Income   x x x       x x    

 HH: Trends by Income   x x x       x x    

 

Median HH Inc: By Age of 
Hseholder    x    

    
x x 

   

 Median Family Income    x x       x x    

 

Median HH Inc.: By Race of 
Hseholder    x    

    
x x 

   

 Median HH Inc: By Hispanic    x        x x    

 

Owner HH by Number of 
Vehicles   x     

    
  

   

 

Renter HH by Number of 
Vehicles   x     

    
  

   

HH: Structures              
   

 

HH: By Type (1 
person/Fam/Non-Fam)   x x x   

    
x x 

   

 HH by Size   x x x       x x    

 HH: By Type: Single or Family   x x        x x    

Non-Family Structures (NF)              
   

 NF HH   x x x       x x    

 

NF HH by Gender/Living 
Arngmnt   x x    

    
x x 

   

 NF Households: By Size   x x        x x    

Families              
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 Families   x x x       x x    

 Families: By Size              
   

 Family HH with Children   x x x       x x    

 Family HH with No Children   x x x       x x    

 Family Poverty Level    x        x x    

Diversity              
   

Race and Ethnicity              
   

 Racial/Ethnic Trends   x x x       x x    

 

Pop Age 5+: Lang. Spoken at 
Home    x    

    
x x 

   

 Pop Asian Alone    x        x x    

 

Pop: Hispanic or Latino by 
Origin   x x    

    
x x 

   

 Pop: By Ancestry    x        x x    

Demographic Diversity 
through Cluster Analysis        

    
  

   

 Mosaic2010 Groups    x        x x    

 Mosaic2010 Types    x        x x    

Housing              
   

 Housing Units (HU)   x x x       x x    

 

HU: By Occupancy 
(occupied/vacant)   x x x   

    
x x 

   

 HU: By Rent or Own   x x x       x x    

 

HU: Occupied Units by 
Dwelling Type    x    

    
x x 

   

 HU: By Year Built    x        x x    

 Mortgage Risk    x        x x    

Work              
   

 Pop 16+ Employment Status    x        x x    

 

Pop 16+ Blue or White Collar 
Occup.    x    

    
x x 

   

 Pop 16+ Employed by Industry    x        x x    

 

Pop 16+ Civilian Employed by 
Occup.    x    

    
x x 

   

 

Workers Pop 16+: Work Home 
or Away    x    

    
x x 

   

 

Workers Pop 16+: Travel Time 
to Work    x    

    
x x 

   

 

Workers Pop 16+: Transport to 
Work    x    

    
x x 

   

 

Est. Unemployment: Prior 8 
Quarters    x    

    
x x 

   

 Number of Workers in Families    x        x x    
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SOURCES ON LOCATION INTELLIGENCE 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Location_intelligence 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spatial_intelligence_%28business_method%29 

http://www.yellowfinbi.com/Document.i4?DocumentId=102780 

http://www.directionsmag.com/articles/moving-from-enterprise-location-data-to-location-intelligence-

part-1/122982 

http://www.directionsmag.com/articles/moving-from-enterprise-location-data-to-location-intelligence-

part-2/122981 

http://www.locationintelligence.net/ 

http://www.yellowfinbi.com/YFWebsite-Location-Intelligence-Mapping-92321 

Here is something to look at from Pitney Bowes, http://www.pb.com/Education/Customer-

Solutions/Solutions-for-K-12-Education.shtml 

http://www.scoop.it/t/geo-visualization?page=24 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geovisualization 

http://blog.galigeo.com/why-location-intelligence-for-retail-works/ 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Location_intelligence
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spatial_intelligence_%28business_method%29
http://www.yellowfinbi.com/Document.i4?DocumentId=102780
http://www.directionsmag.com/articles/moving-from-enterprise-location-data-to-location-intelligence-part-1/122982
http://www.directionsmag.com/articles/moving-from-enterprise-location-data-to-location-intelligence-part-1/122982
http://www.directionsmag.com/articles/moving-from-enterprise-location-data-to-location-intelligence-part-2/122981
http://www.directionsmag.com/articles/moving-from-enterprise-location-data-to-location-intelligence-part-2/122981
http://www.locationintelligence.net/
http://www.yellowfinbi.com/YFWebsite-Location-Intelligence-Mapping-92321
http://www.pb.com/Education/Customer-Solutions/Solutions-for-K-12-Education.shtml
http://www.pb.com/Education/Customer-Solutions/Solutions-for-K-12-Education.shtml
http://www.scoop.it/t/geo-visualization?page=24
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geovisualization
http://blog.galigeo.com/why-location-intelligence-for-retail-works/


 

DECISIONINSITE PROFESSIONAL TEAM 

DecisionInsite is a dynamic team with many years of experience 

in the educational sector, specializing in professionally developed 

student enrollment forecasts, school boundary configuration, geo-

demographic analysis, information technology, and facilities 

planning.  We believe team efforts produce the best results.  

 

 Founders and Senior Management 

 

Michael Regele.  Mr. Regele brings over 20 years of expertise 

applying geo-demographic analysis and studies to planning and 

decision making.  His specialty lies in the creation of GIS-based 

demographic models and the interpretation and presentation of 

demographic research and student enrollment forecasts. Mr. 

Regele used this knowledge and experience to design the 

functional capabilities of the DI System. He firmly believes that 

complex data must be presented in a manner that promotes good 

understanding and supports wise decisions. 

The vision for DecisionInsite emerged during his experience as 

a school board member for 11 years in the highly respected Irvine 

Unified School District in Irvine, CA. Mr. Regele has 25 years of 

experience as a planning consultant assisting non-profit 

organizations in clarifying their primary mission and strategic 

focus. Mr. Regele’s is President and CEO.  He is the primary 

spokesperson for the firm.  With extensive experience working 

both on and with public school boards and with top level 

administrative staff, he understands the challenges boards and 

administrators face.  Mr. Regele is skilled in presenting to boards 

in public settings. 

  

 

Dean Waldfogel, PhD.  With over four decades of leadership 

experience in public education, Dr. Waldfogel brings a unique 

perspective to DecisionInsite.  Formerly the Superintendent of 

the Irvine Unified School District, he invested over 32 years in the 

district as an administrator.  Dr. Waldfogel was the chief designer 

and developer of the Irvine enrollment projection model that very 

successfully supplied the district with information necessary to 

plan for school facilities and staffing in concert with the Irvine 

Company’s development of the Irvine community. His model 

guided Irvine Unified from serving a community of 50,000 to now 

well over 200,000 over two decades.  



Dr. Waldfogel applied his years of expertise to the design and 

development of the enrollment projection engine within the DI 

System. Dr. Waldfogel’s primary role in DecisionInsite is the 

management of the production and consulting departments. He 

oversees all facets of production including quality control.  Each 

set of projections generated are carefully reviewed by Dr. 

Waldfogel. He is also the managing senior consultant on boundary 

configuration engagements. 

 
 
Pennsylvania 
Consultant 

 

 

 
Laird Warner: Ed.D; Dr. Warner has over 37 years of experience in 
the field of  education with 34 years in administrative positions. 
Subsequent to being a high school principal and assistant principal, he 
served 26 years as Superintendent of Schools in three districts 
(Bangor Area SD, Methacton SD and Rose Tree Media SD) in 
Pennsylvania, and Dr. Warner has taught at the high school and 
college levels. He has extensive experience working with boards in 
strategic planning, team building, human resources /negotiations, 
budgeting and executive coaching. 
 
After retiring from Rose Tree Media School District where he served as 
superintendent for ten years, Dr. Warner joined DecisionInsite as a 

regional consultant.  Laird works in concert with  DecisionInsite’s projection analyst, research 
and client relation teams.    

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



About DecisionInsite (Tab 3 A)  

 

DecisionInsite, LLC has been helping School District Leaders solve enrollment related challenges since 

2004.  DecisionInsite is currently under contract with over 125 K-12 School District in nine states, 

including California, Texas, Illinois and New York.  

DecisionInsite provides clients with a combination of enrollment analytics, interactive mapping 

technology and real-world expertise, the totality of which reveals the total enrollment impact picture.  

The combination and integration of these deliverables allows school districts to move from analyzing 

data to understanding, which means that school districts spend more time making decisions about how 

to best meet the needs of their students.  DecisionInsite’s team collectively have over 100 years of 

school district leadership experience and includes former Superintendents, Board Members, facility 

management experts, school site leaders and IT professionals.  

About DecisionInsite’s Boundary Modification Consulting:  

In the past three years, DecisionInsite’s consulting team have been involved with over 25 successful 

boundary consulting engagements across the nation.  We understand that modifying school attendance 

boundaries not about lines on a map or data, it is about students and communities.   We spend the time 

to understand our client’s goals, define what success looks like and then partner with district leaders to 

proactively meet the needs and address the concerns of stakeholders. 

We have spent over a decade building, improving and investing in our StudentView platform.  Our 

platform integrates all the disparate data elements required to successfully analyze complex boundary 

scenarios, accurately and quickly.  With the data and tools required available on demand, the process 

keeps advancing, decision-makers gain clarity and stakeholders can better understand how scenarios 

align with District goals. 

 

Key Team Member Bios:  (Those key to boundary modification)  

Dean Waldfogel, PhD, Senior Vice President and Company Principal:  With over four decades of 

leadership experience in public education, Dr. Waldfogel brings a unique perspective to DecisionInsite. A 

retired Superintendent of the Irvine Unified School District, he invested over 32 years in the district as 

an administrator. Dr. Waldfogel was the chief designer, developer and maintainer of the Irvine 

enrollment projection model that has been very successful in supplying the district with information 

necessary to plan for school facilities and staffing in concert with the Irvine Company’s development of 

the Irvine community. His model guided Irvine Unified from serving a community of 50,000 to now well 

over 200,000 over two decades. 

Additionally, Dr. Waldfogel was the driving force behind all boundary change proposals taken to the 

Irvine board over a 25 year period.  Dr. Waldfogel is considered a subject matter expert in the areas of 

attendance boundary modification, school opening and consolidation processes and enrollment 

forecasting.  Dr. Waldfogel has presented at a number of national conferences and has his writings have 

appeared in the School Business Journal and other industry trade publications. 



Recently Dr. Waldfogel has worked with Buffalo Public Schools in New York 

 

 

 

Tony Ferruzzo, Senior Consultant:   Tony Ferruzzo provides support to DecisionInsite school district 

clients who have a need to reconfigure school boundaries at their elementary, middle and high school 

grade levels.  Mr. Ferruzzo helps DI district clients create a process to: 1) assess needs; 2) work with 

committees to design and reconfigure school boundary scenarios and/or grade levels; 3) provide a 

Board of Education with viable alternatives; and, 4) communicate with parent communities.  

In just the last four years, Mr. Ferruzzo has assisted over 20 school districts in California, New York, 

Chicago, Pennsylvania, and Ohio through a process to reconfigure school boundaries. Irvine Unified and 

Bakersfield City school districts in California are recent projects where Mr. Ferruzzo chaired a committee 

process and used DI enrollment projections and tools to implement the four tasks listed above.   

A former principal, district administrator and math/computer science instructor, Mr. Ferruzzo has an 

undergraduate degree in Mathematics and a Masters Degree in School Administration.  He was also the 

founding principal for two new high schools. 

Hayley Rigali , Manager of Residential Development Research & Analyst:  Hayley Rigali has provided 

demographic, financial, and cartographic services to school districts since 2008.  In addition to preparing 

student enrollment projections, Hayley is currently DecisionInsite's lead residential development 

researcher, where she specializes in working with local planning agencies and project developers to 

create an accurate snapshot of a district's potential for growth.   

Her recent projects include residential development research for Palo Alto Unified School District, 

Hawthorne School District, and Watertown School District (Massachusetts), which each required 

customized research and analysis of the district's unique student generation rates. 

Hayley is a former NCAA Division I student-athlete, and holds a B.A. in Mathematics from Boston 

University. 

Bruce Terry, Director Client Services:  Bruce Terry has closely worked with DecisionInsite clients across 

the nation since 2008.  Mr. Terry assist  

 

 

Recent endeavors: Parkland SD (Pennsylvania) - worked with Dr. Rodney Troutman, Assistant 

Superintendent, on boundary reconfiguration project, Wylie Independent SD (Texas) - worked with Dr. 

Joey Light, Superintendent, to prepare 10-year enrollment projections in a district with significant per 

capita new residential development growth.  

 

Interests: Global Economics, History 



 

Prior experience: 20+ years as school site administrator 

 

Distinctions:  3 California Distinguished Schools, National Blue Ribbon School, Irvine Unified 

Administrator of the Year  

 

 

 


